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SYNOPSIS
The aim of the project entitled as Project Modules Management (PMM) is to
develop a Client / Server based management System that would be mainly based on
Client-Server, which provides a great Support to Senior manager, Project Manager
and other development team, online instead of going to each Branches.
The objective of the Application is to manage the projects under Development. Every
project is divided into modules and every module is divided into tasks. Senior
Manager assigns one project to one Project Manager. Project Manager can divide that
project to Modules and each module is assigned to a Team Leader .Now,Team Leader
divides one module into several tasks and assigns one task to one Software Engineer.
Senior Manager can track progress of each project. Project Manager can track the
Progress of each Module assigned to the particular Team Leader. Every Team Leader
can trace tasks given to Software Engineers .One modules is given to one team and
one task is given to one member.
Every Project, module and task has the details like task, Project/Module/Task id/
name/start date/ end date, respective modules and member details etc all are stored in
a central repository which can be accessed by the employees based upon their rights.
This application is comprised of the following modules.
1. Admin Module.
2. Senior Manager Module.
3. Project Managers Module.
4. Team Leaders Module.
5. Software Engineers Module
6. Clients Module
7. Leave Management System
8. Project Tracker
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INTRODUCTION
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1.1 ORGANIZATION PROFILE
InApp Information technologies Pvt. Ltd. is a Software Services Company founded in
Palo Alto, California in 1999 by a group of Promoters with several years of Big 5
Consulting and Project Implementation experience. Today, the company has offices
in India, California, North Carolina and Japan with a clientele including Fortune 500
companies, UN organizations and Universities spread across the globe. InApp is
certified at CMMI Level 5 by the SEI of Carnegie Mellon University.
InApp provides a wide spectrum of software solutions to clients enabling them to
optimize business processes for maximum efficiency. Our service partnership
transforms business problems into scalable and efficient solutions.
At CMMI Level 5, InApp houses an excellent team with expertise and experience to
cater to the demands of the industry. Our Global Offshore Delivery Centre at
Trivandrum, India follows most stringent standards and provides error free solutions
consistently.
At InApp, we are keen to nurture relationships and maintain our global delivery model
to build Client-specific solutions.
InApp India
InApp‘s Global Delivery Center in India, located at the Technopark , Trivandrum ,
started operations in 2000 . Complete business solutions are offered for corporate
clients in Java, J2EE, Microsoft .NET, PHP, Open Source and Multimedia. InApp‘s
solutions span stand-alone, client-server, web services-based and multi-tiered
architectures.
1.1.1 Vision & Values
InApp is committed to be a world class business solution provider delivering
exceptional value to the customer leveraging on an organization culture that promotes
innovation and excellence.
InApp continues to forge ahead as a corporate provider of business solutions, setting
higher and higher standards of performance.
Close inter-action with clients and optimum use of latest technology have been its
strong points.
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1.1.2 Quality Philosophy
InApp is committed to delivering an excellent product under the constraints of time and
cost to its clients.
Where possible, InApp follows the conventional life cycle process where requirements
are mutually fixed and development proceeds based on a pre-defined schedule. This
project methodology is well-understood and is easily managed in the on-site or off-shore
models.
InApp follows a white-box approach to project management vis-à-vis the client. Thus,
the client is always--if invisible--part of the project team. Clients have full access to
project documents, and can keep themselves updated on progress at any time, through
InApp's extranet. An important part of InApp's quality framework is client involvement
and extended teaming. Through an account in InApp's extranet, the clients are encouraged
to view the work in progress. The documents and executables are shared as they evolve.
The clients are thus able to spot deviations far before the delivery. Thus saving time and
money for the project.This close client interaction has won praise from many of the
customers.
At a formal level, InApp adheres to the standards set by the Capability Maturity Model
Integration (CMMI) of SEI. InApp is currently certified at CMMI Level 5.

1.1.3 Application and Product Development
Application develops and designs state-of-the-art web page applications on new age
technologies for its clients. All these applications have been critically acclaimed
globally and have created a benchmark in their respective fields.The credit for all this
goes to our highly specialized software development team who through their time
tested development technology deliver all the projects in time and according to the
budget. All the activities in business analysis, design, development and testing are
conducted through the flexible and module based approach which ensures minimum
client risk and also implementation of clients' requirements as per accepted
international standards. Thus, we comply best with our committed deliverables and
provide the best solution to our clients.
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InApp software development team is highly qualified, Specialized and experienced
software developers who are skilled in a wide variety of programming languages
including Java, Servlets, JSP, EJB, JDBC, Struts JSF, Hibernate, Spring, Web
Services,Vb.net, Android and many more. The average experience among them is
more than eight years in developing complex software solutions and in handling
international projects so as to ensure that the client's expectations are met and the
issues and needs are prioritized accordingly.
InApp deliver a high quality software application that matches the international
standards and assures smooth processes and timely results-all at an affordable cost.
1.1.4 Rapid Application and Product Development
InApp specializes in innovative and complex software solutions and product
development projects. InApp combines fundamental research activity with practical
applications in programming, custom IT systems design and software product
development. Through this tight integration of basic and applied activities and
architectures, we have managed to be at the forefront of the Software development
outsourcing process.
1.1.5 Project Phases
InApp specializes in innovative and complex software solutions and product
development projects. InApp combines fundamental research activity with practical
applications in programming, custom IT systems design and software product
development. Through this tight integration of basic and applied activities and
architectures, we have managed to be at the forefront of the Software development
outsourcing process.
1.1.6 Team Structure
For smooth running of every project the process is divided into various phases. This
ensures a timely delivery and the execution of the best application in tune with our
client's needs and expectations, all within their budgeting parameters.
1.1.7 InApp Managed
InApp manages the resources, infrastructure,projects and deliverables for the client.
InApp is responsible for tasks allocation and manages communication reviews with
the Client.
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All processes, including the development process,quality management systems and
standards are provided by InApp. InApp also incorporate client's requirement for
convenient and speedier development. An Account manager /coordinator is deployed
for periodic co-ordination activities with the client. Completely Managed Teams.. The
project teams for the customer are deployed with a single dedicated point of contact
for the customer - the Project Manager. A typical InApp project team would consist of
a Project Manager, Business Analyst (s), Information Architects, Team Leaders, and
several software developers and QA engineers. The size and structure of the team may
depend on client requirements and phase of the project being executed. For all
customer and interfacing roles, the Accounts Manager is the prime contact on the
project.

1.1.8 InApp Technology Expertise lies in the following.








Java/j2ee
Microsoft-Technologies
Animation
Mobile Application
GNU- Linux
New Media Solutions
Embedded Systems, Networking
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1.2 PROJECT PROFILE
The objective of the Application is to manage the projects under Development. Every
project is divided into modules and every module is divided into tasks. Senior
Manager assigns one project to one Project Manager. Project Manager can divide that
project to Modules and each module is assigned to a Team Leader .Now, Team Leader
divides one module into several tasks and assigns one task to one Software Engineer.
Senior Manager can track progress of each project. Project Manager can track the
Progress of each Module assigned to the particular Team Leader. Every Team Leader
can trace tasks given to Software Engineers .One modules is given to one team and
one task is given to one member.
Every Project, module and task has the details like task, Project/Module/Task id,
name, start date, end date, respective modules and member details etc.
This application is comprised of the following modules.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Admin Module.
Senior Manager Module.
Project Managers Module.
Team Leaders Module.
Software Engineers Module.
Clients Module
Leave Managemant System
8. Project Tracker
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1.3

SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT

The hardware and software required for the development and deployment of the
system includes :
1.3.1 HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS

Processor

:

Intel Centrino

Main Memory

:

512 RAM

Hard Disk

:

160 GB

Mouse

:

Any Compatible

Keyboard

:

Any Compatible

Display

:

Any Compatible

1.3.2 SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS

Operating System

:

Windows XP/vista

Front End

:

JSP

Back End

:

Mysql

Applications Server

:

Apache Tomcat

1.3.3 DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

IDE

:

NetBeans, Adobe Dreamweaver CS5

Processor/RAM/HDD

:

Intel Centrino C2D/1GB/160GB
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THEORITICAL FRAMEWORK
WINDOWS VISTA OPERATING SYSTEM
The operating system used was Microsoft Windows Vista.The Windows Vista
provides a suitable environment for the smooth functioning of the project.
Windows Vista makes personal computing easy. Power, performance, a bright new
look and plenty of help when you need it. Windows Vista has it all, along with
unmatched dependability and security.
Windows Vista professional marks a new standard in business software combining
enterprise-class performance and reliability with unprecedented ease of use. Built on
the rock-solid foundation of Microsoft‘s proven Windows 2000 technology, Windows
Vista Professional contains all the features of Microsoft Windows Vista Home
Edition, and includes new and enhanced features designed especially for business and
advanced use.
The all-new Help and Support Center in Windows Vista is our one-stop shop for:
 Clear how-to instructions
 Engaging start-to-finish articles
 Troubleshooting advice.
Special wizards give you step-by-step instructions to smooth the way when
connecting new devices and running new software.

JSP

The goal of the Java Server Pages (JSP) specification is to simplify the creation and
management of dynamic web pages, by separating content and presentation. JSPs are
basically files that combine standard HTML (or XML) and new scripting tags. JSPs
therefore look somewhat like HTML, but they get translated into Java servlets the first
time they are invoked by a client. The resulting servlet is a combination of the HTML
from the JSP file and embedded dynamic content specified by the new tags.
JSP is not a product but, like other Java APIs, a specification provided by Sun
Microsystems for vendors to implement; the JSP specification builds on the
functionality provided by the servlet specification.
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 Servlets are Java‘s answer to CGIs. They execute on the server and intercept
browser requests, acting as a sort of middle layer between clients and other
applications. In doing so, servlets tend to mix the dynamic content into the
static part to generate HTML.
 JSPs, on the other hand, are more in line with the J2EE model of separating
static and dynamic content-separating presentation and logic-in a web
application.
Even though JSPs contain special scripting tags, under the hood they are nothing but
servlets. The first time a JSP is loaded by the JSP container (also called the JSP
engine), the servlet code necessary to fulfill the JSP tags is automatically generated,
compiled, and loaded into the servlet container. From then on, as long as the JSP
source for the page is not modified, this compiled servlet processes any browser
requests for the JSP page. If you modify the source code for the JSP, it is
automatically recompiled and reloaded the next time the page is requested.
JSP tags fall into three categories:
 Directives: These affect the overall structure of the servlet that results from
translation.
 Scripting elements: These let you insert Java code into the JSP page.
 Actions: These are special tags available to affect the run time behavior of the
JSP.
Implicit Objects
The servlet API includes interfaces that provide convenient abstractions to the
developer, such as HttpServletRequests, HttpServletResponse, Http Session, etc.
These abstractions encapsulate the object‘s implementation; for example, the
HttpServletRequest interface represents the HTTP data send from the client along
with headers, form parameters, etc. and provides convenient methods like
getParameter(),and getHeader() that extract relevant data from the request.
JSP provides certain implicit objects, based on the servlet API. These objects are
accessed using standard variables, and are automatically available for use in your JSP
without writing any extra code. The implicit objects available in a JSP page are:





request
response
page Context
session
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application
out
config
page

The request Object : The request object represents the request that triggered the
service() invocation. It is the HttpServletRequest that provides access to the incoming
HTTP headers, request type (GET/POST), and request parameters , among other
things .
The response Object :The response object is the Http Servlet Response instance that
Represents the server‘s response to the request.
The pageContext Object :The page Context object provides a single point of access
to many of the page attributes and is a convenient place to put shared data within the
page .
The session Object :The session object represents the session created for the
requesting client.
The application Object :The application object represents the servlet context,
obtained from the servlet configuration object.
The out Object :The out object is the object that writes in to the output stream to the
client.
The config Object :The config object is the Servlet Config for this JSP page, and has
page scope.
The page Object :The page object is the instance of the page‘s implementation
servlet class that is processing the current request.
JAVA DATABASE CONNECTIVITY (JDBC)
JDBC API facilitates access to relational data from Java. This API provides crossvendor connectivity and data access across relational database from different
vendors.JDBC is essentially an API for executing SQL statements,and extracting the
results. Using this API, we can write database clients that connect to a relational
database, execute SQL statements, and process the results extracted. The structure of
this API itself is very simple to use.The JDBC API provides a set of generic database
access methods for SQL complaint relational databases.
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JDBC abstracts much of the vendor specific details and generalizes the most common
database access functions. The result is a set of classes and interfaces of the java.sql
package that can be used with any database providing JDBC connectivity through a
vendor-specific JDBC driver in a consistent way. Application programmers mostly
use the interfaces as implemented by the driver vendor. We should be able to reuse an
application with another database simply by switching to a new JDBC driver.
JDBC API, which represents the latest update of the JDBC API. The JDBC API has
two parts:
Database Drivers
A database vendor typically provides a set of APIs for accessing the data managed by
the database server. Popular database vendors such as MySQL, Oracle, Sybase etc.
provide proprietary APIs for client access. Client applications written in native
languages such as C/C++ can make these API for database access directly.
The JDBC API provides a Java-language alternative to these vendor specific APIs.
Although this eliminates the need to access vendor-specific native APIs for database
access, the implementation of the JDBC layer may still need to make these native calls
for data access. This is where the concept of a driver comes from. A JDBC driver is a
middleware layer that translates the JDBC calls to the vendor-specific APIs.
The Java Virtual Machine uses the JDBC driver to translate the generalized JDBC
calls into vendor-specific database calls that the database understands. Depending on
whether you‘re using the standard JDBC API, or the optional package API, there are
different approaches for connecting to a database via the driver. Irrespective of this,
for accessing data, you‘ll need a database driver supplied either by the database
vendor, or by a J2EE server provider.There are different approaches for connecting
from your application to a database server via a database driver. The following
classification is an industry standard, and commercial driver products are based on
this classification.

JDBC – ODBC Bridge
ODBC (Open Database Connectivity) is Microsoft‘s API for database drivers, and is
very popular on Windows platforms.
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Java
Application

JDB
C
API

Data
urce
JDBC –
ODBC
Bridge

OD
BC
API

DBC Layer

ODBC is a Windows API standard for SQL by Microsoft. ODBC is based on the
X/Open Call-Level Interface (CLI) specification, a standard API for database access.
The JDBC API is originally based on the ODBC API. embedded SQL was one of the
approaches considered for database by the SQL Access Group. This involves
embedding SQL statements in applications programmed in high-level languages, and
preprocessing them to generate native function calls.
The JDBC API is originally based on the ODBC API.The first category of JDBC
drivers provides a bridge between the JDBC API and ODBC API. This bridge
translates the standard JDBC calls to corresponding ODBC calls, and sends them to
ODBC data source via ODBC libraries as shown above.
The JDBC-ODBC Bridge translates all JDBC API calls into equivalent ODBC calls.
The driver then delegates these calls to the data source. The process boundaries are
marked with a broken line. That is, the Java classes for the JDBC API and the JDBC
ODBC bridge are invoked within the client application process. Similarly, the ODBC
layer executes in another process.
APACHE TOMCAT
Tomcat is the flagship of the Apache software foundation‘s Jakarta project. Apache
tomcat is the servlet container that is used in the official reference implementation for
the java servlet and java server pages technology. The Java servlet and java server
pages specifications are developed by Sun under the java community process.
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Apache tomcat is developed in an open participatory environment and released
under the Apache S/W license. Apache tomcat is intended to be a collaboration of the
best of breed developers from around the world.
Apache tomcat powers numerous large scales, mission critical web applications across
a diverse range of industries and organizations.
JAVA SCRIPT & HTML
JavaScript is an object based scripting language that offers cross platform operation
across the span of the WWW. JavaScript provides a means of embedding interactive
paths and intelligence within HTML documents. The object-based nature of
JavaScript offers programmers significant power and flexibility through the ability to
create functions and new objects. Performing certain processing functions at the client
side – such as form validation and data retrieval from local data arrays-reduces the
burden imposed on the server side and can provide a sense of greater responsiveness
to a viewer an HTML document enhanced with JavaScript.
As the term website development sounds unique language strikes is every one‘s mind,
which is nothing but hypertext Markup Language. This language specifies all the
function in a single sentence, which is called as Tag. This language has Built-in Tags
to specify the contents of the Web Pages. The main advantage of this language is easy
to learn and use. It does not state out the errors. Browser based software takes less
memory and executes at faster rate. All browser based software executes at client side
and hence in faster execution.
JavaScript is a scripting language most often used for client-side web development. Its
standardized name is ECMA Script, though ―JavaScript‖ is much more commonly
used. ―JavaScript‖ is actually Netscape Communications Corporation‘s (and now the
Mozilla Foundation‘s) implementation of the ECMA Script standard. JavaScript is a
dynamic, weakly typed, prototype-based language with first class functions.
JavaScript was influenced by many languages and was designed to have a similar look
to Java, but be easier for non-programmers to work with. The language is best known
for its use in websites (as client-side JavaScript), but is also used to enable scripting
access to objects embedded in other applications. Despite the name, JavaScript is
unrelated to the Java programming language; though both have a common debt to C
syntax. The language was renamed from Live Script in a co-marketing deal between
Netscape and Sun in exchange for Netscape bundling Sun‘s Java runtime with their
browser, which was dominant at the time.
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JavaScript semantics is much more similar to the self-programming language.
―JavaScript‖ is a registered trademark of Sun Microsystems Inc.

HTML, short for Hypertext Markup Language, is the predominant markup language
for the creation of web pages. It provides a means to describe the structure of textbased information in a document — by denoting certain text as headings, paragraphs,
lists, and so on — and to supplement that text with interactive forms, embedded
images, and other objects. HTML is written in the form of labels (known as tags),
surrounded by less-than (<) and greater-than signs (>). HTML can also describe, to
some degree, the appearance and semantics of a document, and can include embedded
scripting language code which can affect the behavior of web browsers and other
HTML processors.
HTML was originally developed by Tim Berners-Lee while at CERN, and
popularized by the Mosaic browser developed at NCSA. During the course of the
1990s it has blossomed with the eVistalosive growth of the Web. During this time,
HTML has been extended in a number of ways. The Web depends on Web page
authors and vendors sharing the same conventions for HTML. This has motivated
joint work on specifications for HTML.
Website is a collection of pages, publications and documents that receive on web
server. While these bags publications and a document as a formatted in any single
format. You should use HTML for home page and all primary pages and the site.
An HTML code is essentially a set of instructions given to a web browser for
formatting and layout of web page. HTML does not actually tell a computer how the
web page will look to a visitor rather that you use HTML to compose the page to
specify all the elements that appear on the page-the text, graphics, horizontal rule,
heading division and so on. In addition we use HTML to tell a computer what color to
use where and to indicate the relative size and font of text.
DREAMWEAVER CS5
Dreamweaver is used because it provides a high quality design with ease of designing.
BROWSERS
A Browser is a software program used to view HTML documents within the World
Wide Web. The primary goal of a web browser is to send and receive data from the
Web Server that provides the Web page.
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The server sends the web page in the HTML markup language and the browser
interprets that HTML code, presenting the page to the user.
INTERNET EVISTALORER
Internet is the Microsoft‗s contribution to the Web browser community. The Internet
EVistalorer is based on Microsoft‘s ActiveX technology and is available for
Windows, Windows NT, and Macintosh platforms. One significant capability of the
Internet EVistalorer is that support the embedded intrinsic and ActiveX controls
within the Web pages, with which JavaScript can interact.
MYSQL
The back end of the application is provided by MySql.The MySql database is the
world‘s most popular open source database. Its architecture makes it extremely fast
and easy to customize. Extensive reuse of code within the software and a minimalist
approach to producing functionality-rich features has resulted in a database
management system unmatched in speed, compactness, stability and ease of
deployment. The unique separation of the core server from the storage engine makes it
possible to run with strict transaction control or with ultra-fast transaction less disk
access, whichever is most appropriate for the situation.
MySql is Open Source software. Open Source means that it is possible for anyone to
use and modify. Anybody can download MySql from the internet and use it without
paying anything. Anybody so inclined can study the source code and change it to their
needs.
MySQL is a multithreaded, SQL database management system(DBMS), which allows
threads to be allocated between processes to achieve a higher degree of parallelism.
MYSQL is based on a tiered architecture, consisting of both primary subsystems and
support components that interact with each other to read, parse and execute queries,
and to cache and return query results.
Primary subsystems :
 The Query Engine
 The Storage Manager
 The Buffer Manager
 The Transaction Manager
 The Recovery Manager
In addition to five primary subsystems, the MySql architecture contains the following
two support components.
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 The Process Manager
 Function Libraries
MySql supports small, embedded kiosk-style Applications as well as the occasional
five billion-record data warehouse. This versatility is possible in part because of the
MySql engine, which has been designed for maximum scalability, maximum resource
efficiency, and easy portability to various platforms and architectures. MySql is
designed on the assumption that the vast majority of its applications will be running
on TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol) network.
MySql supports engine-level data integrity through the use of primary key and foreign
key constraints. Columns can be defined so that eVistalicit NULL values cannot be
entered into them. To prevent empty columns, MySql supports the use of default
values, which, when combined with NOT NULL properties, ensure that valid data is
entered into a column that would otherwise be left blank.
Security
The process of accessing a MySql database can be broken down into two tasks:
connecting to the MySql server itself, and accessing individual objects, such as tables
or columns, in a database. MySql has built-in security to verify user credentials at both
stages.
WAMP SERVER
WAMP is a form of mini-server that can run on almost any Windows Operating
System. WAMP includes Apache 2, PHP 5 (SMTP ports are disabled) , and
MySQL (phpMyAdmin and SQLitemanager are installed to manage your databases) preinstalled.
An icon on the taskbar tray displays the status of WAMP, letting you know if :
 WAMP is running but no services are opened (the icon will appear red).
 WAMP is running and one service is opened (the icon will appear yellow).
 WAMP is running with all services opened (the icon will appear white).
Apache and MySQL are considered to be services (they can be disabled by leftclicking on the taskbar icon, guiding your cursor over the service you wish to disable
and selecting "Stop Service").The files/web pages that are hosted on your WAMP
server can be accessed by typing http://localhost/ in the address bar of your web
browser. WAMP must be running in order to access either of the above addresses.
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SYSTEM ANALYSIS
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2. SYSTEM ANALYSIS
System analysis is the process of gathering and interpreting facts, diagnosing
problems and using the facts to improve the system. System specifies what system
should do. A system is a set of components that interact to accomplish some purpose.
 Identifying the drawback of the existing system
 Identify the need for conversion
 Perform feasibility study
 very
 Create a system definition that forms the foundation for subsequent work

2.1 SYSTEM STUDY

2.1.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT
Develop secure, consistent and flexible web application which can used to manage a
software development and track the activities of people working for that software.
2.1.2 DRAWBACKS IN EXISTING SYSTEM
Present world of technology all the Multi National Companies of IT firms have their
branches at different places throughout the country. These firms are taking their
projects in GDM (Global Delivery Model). So it is not possible to maintain all the
information about the project which is taking in GDM process.
Global Delivery Model is process of doing the project in schedule manner. That is one
module of the project is taken in one development center, other at other development
center which is located in some other place. After the completion of the project
modules at different places of their development centers, it is integrated to get their
final product.
In the modern age the life is going to be faster and faster everyone wants to save
Time, Money and Energy. Keeping it mind we tried to develop such an environment
that could help people a lot. Before developing this system the senior manager, Project
leader, Software Engineers and other development team has to move from one center
to another to be updated; this causes loss of money, time and energy.
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2.1.3 PROPOSED SYSTEM
A software tool is required to maintain and track the entire Project details that work
under GDM process. Keeping this type of problems in mind we have developed this
system named Project Modules Management.
The Project Modules Management is designed to support project management, change
and problem management. It is useful to keep a list with all known activities.
Managing such a list of issues and managing a project with all its changes go to a
large part hand in hand. It allows us to create the administrator for a project and he can
assign roles to the registered users on a project.

2.1.4 BENEFITS OF THE PROJECT
 Fully Network based Project.
 Faster and Easier way of management Projects under development.
 Saving Time, Money and Energy together with quality of services.
 Different level of Company‘s employee can trace the status of projects under
Development.
 Administrator is managing the system.
 If problems occur development team members can contact to the
Administrator.
 Administrator and Development team also loggings from the home page.

2.2 FEASIBILITY STUDY

The feasibility of a project can be ascertained in terms of technical factors, economic
factors, or both. A feasibility study is documented with a report showing all the
ramifications of the project. In project finance, the pre-financing work is to make sure
there is no ―dry rot‖ in the project and to identify project risks ensuring they can be
mitigated and managed in addition to ascertaining ―debt service‖ capability.
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2.2.1 TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY :
Technical feasibility refers to the ability of the process to take advantage of the current
state of the technology in pursuing further improvement. The technical capability of
the personnel as well as the capability of the available technology should be
considered. Technology transfer between geographical areas and cultures needs to be
analyzed to understand productivity loss (or gain) due to differences. Since we are
using JSP, MySQL, WampServer 2.0 and so on so technically our project is
feasibility.
2.2.2 MANAGERIAL FEASIBILITY :
Managerial feasibility involves the capability of the infrastructure of a process to
achieve and sustain process improvement. Management support, employee
involvement, and commitment are key elements required to ascertain managerial
feasibility.
2.2.3 ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY :
This involves the feasibility of the proposed project to generate economic
benefits. A benefit-cost analysis and a breakdown analysis are important aspects of
evaluating the economic feasibility of new industrial projects. The tangible and
intangible aspects of a project should be translated into economic terms to facilitate a
consistent basis for evaluation.
2.2.4 FINANCIAL FEASIBILITY :
Financial feasibility should be Distinguished from economic feasibility. Financial
feasibility involves the capability of the project organization to raise the appropriate
funds needed to implement the proposed project. Project financing can be a major
obstacle in large multi-party projects because of the level of capital required. Loan
availability, credit worthiness, equity, and loan schedule are important aspects of
financial feasibility analysis.
2.2.5 CULTURAL FEASIBILITY :
Cultural feasibility deals with the compatibility of the proposed project with the
cultural setup of the project environment. In labor-intensive projects, planned
functions must be integrated with the local cultural practices and beliefs. For example,
religious beliefs may influence what an individual is willing to do or not do.
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2.2.6 SOCIAL FEASIBILITY :
Social feasibility address the influences that a proposed project may have on the social
system in the project environment. The ambient social structure may be such that
certain categories of workers may be in short supply or nonexistent. The effect of the
Project on the social status of the project participants must be assessed to ensure
compatibility. It should be recognized that workers in certain industries may have
certain status symbols within the society.
2.2.7 SAFETY FEASIBILITY :
Safety feasibility is another important aspect that should be considered in project
planning. Safety feasibility refers to an analysis of whether the project is capable of
being implemented and operated safely with minimal adverse effects on the
environment. Unfortunately, environmental impact assessment is often not adequately
addressed in complex projects.
2.2.8 POLITICAL FEASIBILITY :
A political feasible project may be referred to as a ―politically correct project‖.
Political considerations often dictate direction for a proposed project. This is
particularly true for large projects with national visibility that may have significant
government inputs and political implications. For example, political necessity may be
a source of support for a project regardless of the project‘s merits. On the other hand,
worthy projects may face insurmountable opposition simply because of political
factors. Political feasibility analysis requires an evaluation of the compatibility of
project goals with the prevailing goals of the political system.
2.2.9 ENVIRONMENTAL FEASIBILITY :
Often a killer of projects through long, drawn out approval processes and outright
active opposition by those claiming environmental concerns. This is an aspect worthy
of real attention in the very early stages of the project. Concern must be shown and
action must be taken to address any and all environmental concerns raised or
anticipated.
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Economical

Financial

Tecnical

Feasibility

Environmen
tal

Social

Feasibility Areas
The Feasibility Study is the preliminary study that determines whether a proposed
systems project is technically, financially, and operationally viable. The Alternatives
Analysis, usually included as part of the Feasibility Study, identifies viable
alternatives for the system design and development.
An analysis of the system objectives, functional requirements, and system design
concepts:
 A determination of the feasibility of applying automated systems to effectively,
efficiently, and economically improve program operations;
 An evaluation of alternative approaches for reasonably achieving the objectives
and goals; and
 Identification of a proposed approach.
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SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS
SPECIFICATION
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3.1 USER CHARACTERISTICS
The main users of this product are those who have the right to access this software.
This ability is given through a user name and password. These users are sure to be
literate with the computers.

3.2 REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATION
This is the set of activities that lead to the production of requirements definition and
requirement specification. In requirement engineering first of all feasibility study, in
this study we try to find out the need and requirements of the customer. They are
satisfied with our product and also happy with our proposed system. We include the
personnel assignments, costs, project schedule, and target date. This helps us to go
ahead with our project.
Requirement definition is the most crucial part of the project. Incorrect, inaccurate, or
excessive definition of requirements must necessarily result in schedule delays,
wasted resources, or customer dissatisfaction.
The basic document that is needed is called Requirement Specification. In other
words a description of what you want the system to do. This document may also be
called a Business Needs Specification. The product helps to find the user what he
wants. He can register as a user in this site and he can use all provisions of the system.
Our customers are the persons who all are satisfied with our product and who all can
use this very easily for their serve. Anyone can use the site. Those who want to search
products and need products can use this site as registered user or a search user. This
site is user friendly. All the commands and paths are given to this site. This helps a
user to go ahead with his goal. If a user wants to buy or sell a product, he must register
to this site. He can go ahead only after the administrator approves him as registered
user.
Sometimes the requirement definition is presented as an introduction to requirement
specification.There are five requirements that a software requirement document
should satisfy :






It should specify external behavior.
It should specify constraints on the implementation.
It should be easy to change.
It should serve as a reference tool.
It should record throughout the life cycle.
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There are two types of requirements:
 FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT
 NON FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT
3.3 FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
Functional requirement describes the relationship between the input and the output of
the system. The functional requirements of the project are given below.
This application is comprised of the eight modules.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Admin Module
Senior Manager Module
Project Managers Module
Team Leaders Module
Software Engineers Module
Clients Module
Leave Management
Project Tracker

ADMIN :
The ‗ADMIN’ module consists of the following functions.











Add Employee.
Update Employee.
Enable/Disable senior manager.
Add client.
Update client.
View Employees details.
View all project.
View all module.
View all task.
View all Clients.
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SENIOR MANAGER :
The ‗SENIOR MANAGER’ module consists of the following functions.








Add new project.
Update Project
Assign project to project manager.
Reassign project to project manager.
Disable any project.
View All Projects.
View Project Manager Reports.

PROJECT MANAGER :
The ‗SENIOR MANAGER’ module consists of the following functions.











Add Module.
View Modules.
Write a forum.
View project.
Update project.
Add project documents
View project documents
Add (or Submit) report to senior manager
View reports .

TEAM LEADER :
The ‗TEAM LEADER’ module consists of the following functions.
 Add the Tasks.
 Update module.
 View module by name.
 Write a Forum.
 Submit a report to project manager
 View all tasks.
 Assign tasks to Engineers.
 De-assign tasks from Engineers.
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SOFTWARE ENGINEER :
The ‗SOFTWARE ENGINEER’ module consists of the following functions.







View Tasks.
Update Tasks.
View module documents
Send a report to Team Leader
Write a forum
Update Progress

CLIENT :
The ‗CLIENT’ module consists of the following functions.
 View all projects.
 Remark Your project.
 Write a forum.

LEAVE MANAGEMANT SYSTEM :
The ‗LEAVE MANAGEMANT SYSTEM’ module consists of the following
functions.









View Leave policy
Update Leave Policy
Update Employee Leaves
Add employee To LMS
Special Holidays
View Report
Search
Help
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PROJECT TRACKER :
The ‗PROJECT TRACKER ’ module consists of the following functions.






Track Projects
Track modules
Track Tasks
Track Work of Employee
Read Report

3.4 NON-FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Nonfunctional requirements define system properties and constraints it arises through
user needs, because of budget constraints or organizational policies, or due to the
external factors such as safety regulations, privacy registration and so on.
Nonfunctional requirements are:









Security
Reliability
Maintainability
Portability
Extensibility
Reusability
Application Affinity/Compatibility
Resource Utilization
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SOFTWARE QUALITY ASSURANCE
PLAN
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4.1 PURPOSE
The purpose of this plan is to define the ―Customer Relationship Management‖
Software Quality Assurance (SQA) organization, SQA tasks and responsibilities;
provide reference documents and guidelines to perform the SQA activities; provide
the standards, practices and conventions used in carrying out SQA activities; and
provide the tools, techniques, and methodologies to support SQA activities, and SQA
reporting.

4.2 SCOPE
The scope of this document is to outline all procedures, techniques and tools to be
used for quality assurance of this project.
This plan:
 Identifies the SQA responsibilities of the project developer and the SQA
consultant
 Lists the activities, processes, and work products that the SQA consultant will
review and audit
 Identifies the SQA work products
.
4.3 OVERVIEW OF THE DOCUMENT
The rest of the document is organized as follows:
Management: A description of each major element of the organization and a
description of the SQA tasks and their relationships.
Documentation: Identification of the documents related to development, verification,
validation, use and maintenance of the software.
SQAP Requirements: This section defines the SQA review, reporting, and auditing
procedures used to ensure that software deliverables are developed in accordance with
this plan and the project‘s requirements.
4.3.1 Management
This section describes the management organizational structure, its roles and
responsibilities, and the software quality tasks to be performed.
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4.3.2 Organization
Efforts for this project are supported by numerous entities, organizations and
personnel. This tool is developed as part of partial fulfillment of requirements for
Masters in Computer Applications degree. It will be the sole responsibility of the
developer to review the product‘s usability, efficiency, reliability, and accuracy. The
client will however conduct inspections, reviews, and walk-through on a regular basis.
Client‘s specifications and suggestions will be used in places where quality decisions
need to out-weigh development schedule decisions.

4.3

TASKS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
 Develop the requirement specification and cost estimation for the project
 Develop the design plan and test plan for testing the tool
 Implement and test the application and deliver the application along with the
necessary documentation
 Give a formal presentation to the client on completion of the analysis, design
and testing phases. The client reviews the work and provides
feedback/suggestions.
 Planning, coordinating, testing and assessing all aspects of quality issues.

The responsibilities of the client are to:
 Review the work performed.
 Provide feedback and advice.

4.4

SQA IMPLEMENTATION IN DIFFERENT PHASES

Quality assurance will be implemented through all the software life cycles of the
tool‘s development process, until the release of the software product. The following
are the quality assurance tasks for each phase of the software development:

Requirements phase:
When the SRS is being developed, it has to be ensured that it elucidates the proposed
functionality of the product and to keep refining the SRS until the requirements are
clearly stated and understood.
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Specification and Design phase:
Due to the great importance for accuracy and completeness in these documents,
weekly reviews shall be conducted between the developer and the client to identify
any defects and rectify them.
Implementation phase:
The developer shall do code reviews when the construction phase of the Tool begins.
Software testing phase:
The developer shall test each case. The final product shall be verified with the
functionality of the software as specified in the Software Requirements Specification
(SRS) for the Tool.

4.5 DOCUMENTATION
In addition to this document, the essential documentation will include:
The Software Requirements Specification (SRS), which
 Prescribes each of the essential requirements (functions, performances, design
constraints and attributes) of the software and external interfaces
 Objectively verifies achievement of each requirement by a prescribed method
(e.g. Inspection, analysis, demonstration or test)
 Facilitates traceability of requirements specification to product delivery.
 Gives estimates of the cost/effort for developing the product including a project
plan.
The Software Design Document (SDD)
 Depicts how the software will be structured
 Describes the components and sub-components of the software design,
including various packages and frameworks, if any.
 Gives an object model that is developed using Rational Rose highlighting the
essential classes that would make up the product.
 Gives a sample interaction diagram, showing the key interactions in the
application. This should also be a part of the object model.
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Software Test Plan:
Describes the test cases that will be employed to test the product.

4.6 SOFTWARE DOCUMENTATION AUDIT
Quality Assurance for this project will include at least one review of all current work
products in each stage of development (Requirement, Design, and Implementation).
The reviews will assure that the established project processes and procedures are
being followed effectively, and exposures and risks to the current project plan are
identified and addressed. The review process includes:
 A formal presentation at the end of each development phase (Requirement,
Design and Implementation). All current work products are presented to the
client for review.
 A managerial review by the client periodically to ensure the work generated is
in compliance with project requirements.
 Reviews by the client after each presentation.

4.7 REQUIREMENTS TRACEABILITY
The SRS will be used to check off the deliverables. The Project Review will ensure
that each of the requirements mentioned in the SRS is met by the deliverables.

4.8 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
The software development process involves three stages: 1) Requirements phase, 2)
Design phase 3) Implementation and testing phase. During each phase, the client will
review the deliverable documents. The developer would incorporate modifications
suggested by the committee. This would ensure quality of the software product.
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4.9 PROJECT REVIEWS
The client will perform a review at the 3 stages of the project as described in the
section above. This review will determine whether the requirements have been met for
the deliverable, check that the product meets the requirements, ensure that the SQA
plan has been adhered to, verify the performance of the software and ensure that
acceptance testing is carried out.
A design checklist will be used and the developer will check to see whether the design
meets the checklist criteria.

4.10

TESTING AND QUALITY CHECK

Testing will be carried out in accordance with the Software Testing Plan (STP).
Testing documentation will be sufficient to demonstrate that testing objectives and
software requirements have been met. Test results will be documented and discussed
in the final phase of the project.
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SYSTEM DESIGN
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5 . SYSTEM DESIGN
System design provides the understanding and procedural details necessary for
implementing the system recommended in the system study. Emphasis is on
translating the performance requirements into design specifications. The Design phase
is a transition from a user-oriented document (system proposal) to a documented
oriented to the programmers or database personnel.
Systems design is the process or art of defining the architecture, components,
modules, interfaces, and data for a system to satisfy specified requirements. One could
see it as the application of systems theory to product development.
5.1 ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
It defines the relationship between major structural elements of the program. This
design representation the modular framework of a computer program can be derived
from the analysis models and the interaction of the subsystems defined within the
analysis models. The primary objective is to develop a modular program structure and
data structure, defining interfaces that enable the conceptual view of software product.
This means performing a number of tasks that such as decomposing the specification
into software modules, indentifying the interfaces and interconnections among the
functions and sub functions, identifying the data used and passed among the functions
and finally identifying where data is stored.
The basic architecture for the proposed system is like that
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Presentation Layer: All the JSP and HTML pages are designed in this tier.
Business Layer: All the business logic and service code are written here.
DAO Layer: All the database connections and result set related codes are written
here.

5.2

PROCESS DESIGN

V-MODEL OF DEVELOPMENT
V Process is a whole life-cycle process. V process must be applied at each stage in the
software process.

OBJECTIVE
The V_Model (Lifecycle Process Model) regulates the system development process
and the maintenance and modification of systems.
This standard helps to achieve the following objectives:

-

Improvement and guarantee of the quality:
The discovery of defects in a system.
The assessment of whether or not the system is usable in an operational situation.
The completeness of the results to be delivered can best be guaranteed by a
standardized procedure.
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-

Defined interim results make early assessment procedures possible. Uniform
product contents alleviate the readability of the products and the assessment
procedures.

 Checking the costs for the whole lifecycle:
- The generation of relevant project-specific development standards and its
assessment will be simplified.
- The standardized procedure makes the cost calculation more transparent. Any
risks in connection with the costs can be recognized better.
- Uniform standards reduce friction losses between customer and contractor as well
as between main contractor and subcontractor.
- Standardized procedures allow for the reduction in the use of resources.
- In case of a standardized procedure universal approaches to the solutions become
transparent and can thus be used.
- Undesirable developments are recognized ataan earlier stage.
- The training costs are reduced.
 Improvement in the communication between the different parties, as well as a
reduction in the dependence of the customer on the contractor:
- Using defined terms reduces misunderstandings between all parties involved.
- The user, the purchaser, and the developer will be supported when formulating
their requirements/when describing their parts or results.
- The interim results/final results are standardized to such an extent that other
parties involved or staff of other companies are able to settle in without very much
effort, if necessary.
5.3 ENTITY RELATIONSHIP DIAGRAM
In order to make the physical design, the data is first analyzed through ER (Entity
Relationship) modeling technique. This technique emphasizes that a database system
for an application is made of entities. An entity is a comprehensive real world object
that can be identified. According to it, entities have relationship with each other. An
entity relationship diagram can represent various entities of any system.
Entity Relationship Diagrams (ERDs) illustrate the logical structure of databases.
ENTITY
An entity is an object or concept about which you want to store information.
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WEAK ENTITY
A weak entity is an entity that must defined by a foreign key relationship with another
entity as it cannot be uniquely identified by its own attributes alone.

KEY ATTRIBUTE
A key attribute is the unique, distinguishing characteristic of the entity. For example,
an employee's social security number might be the employee's key attribute.

MULTIVALUED ATTRIBUTE
A multivalued attribute can have more than one value. For example, an employee
entity can have multiple skill values.

DERIVED ATTRIBUTE
A derived attribute is based on another attribute. For example, an employee's monthly
salary is based on the employee's annual salary.

RELATIONSHIPS
Relationships illustrate how two entities share information in the database structure.

Relati
onship
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DATA DESIGN
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6.1

DATA FLOW DIAGRAM

A data flow diagram is a graphical technique that depicts information flow and
transforms that are applied as data move from input to output. The DFD is used to
represent increasing information flow and functional details. A level 0 DFD, also
called fundamental system model or a Context model, represents the entire software
elements as a single bubble with input and output indicated by incoming and outgoing
arrows respectively. Additional process and information flow parts are represented in
the next level i.e., Level 1 DFD. Each of the processes represented at Level 1 are sub
functions of overall system depicted in the Context model. Any processes, which are
complex in Level 1, will be further represented into sub functions in next level, i.e., in
Level 2.
 Data flow diagrams illustrate how data is processed by a system in terms of
inputs and outputs. Represents major components or functions with circles
 Actions for input by user or system go in rectangular boxes
 Databases are represented by parallel lines enclosing a phrase corner
BASIC DFD SYMBOLS:
To construct a Data Flow Diagram, we use
Square representing external entities, which are sources or
destinations of data.
Circles representing processes, which take data as input,
do something to it, and output it.
Arrows representing the data flows, which can either be
electronic data or physical items.
Open-ended rectangles representing data stores, including
electronic stores such as databases or XML
files and physical stores such as or filling cabinets
or stacks of paper.
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PROCESS
The process shape represents a task that handles data within the application. The task
may process the data or perform an action based on the data.
MULTIPLE PROCESS
The multiple process shape is used to present a collection of sub processes. The
multiple process can be broken down into its sub processes in another DFD.
EXTERNAL ENTITY
The external entity shape is used to represent any entity outside the application that
interacts with the application via an entry point.
DATA FLOW
The data flow shape represents data movement within the application. The direction
of the data movement is represented by the arrow.
DATA STORE
The data store shape is used to represent locations where data is stored. Data stores
do not modify the data, they only store data.
PRIVILEGE BOUNDARY
The privilege boundary shape is used to represent the change of privilege levels as
the data flows through the application.
DATA FLOW DIAGRAM LAYERS
Draw data flow diagram in several nested layers. A single process node on a high
level diagram can be expanded to show a more detailed data flow diagram. Draw the
context diagram first, followed by various layers of data flow diagrams.
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USE CASE DIAGRAM
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<<include>>

Send report to
Project manager

<<include>>
<<include>>

Logout

Write forum
and report

<<include>>

<<include>>

View all
document
s
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USE CASE DIAGRAM FOR SOFTWARE ENGINEER

Invalid
user/Passw
d

Change
password
Update
task

<<include>>
<<exclude>>
<<include>>

Add a report
<<include>>

SW Engin.
Login

Write forum

<<include>>

<<include>>

<<include>>

Send report
to Team
Leader
Send report to
Project manager

<<include>>

<<include>>

View module
documents
Logout
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USE CASE DIAGRAM FOR HR & FOE IN LMS

Invalid
user/Passw
d

Change
password
View Leave
Policy

<<include>>
<<exclude>>
<<include>>

<<include>>

SW Engin.
Login

<<include>>

Update
Leave Policy
Special
Holidays

<<include>>

<<include>>

View
Report
Leader
Search in
Database

<<include>>

<<include>>

Help
Logout
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USE CASE DIAGRAM FOR CLIENT

Invalid
user/Passw
d

Change
password

<<include>>
<<exclude>>
<<include>>

<<include>>

Client
Login

View all
projects

Write forum

<<include>>

Remarks
project
<<include>>

<<include>>

View
Report
Leader
Logout
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USE CASE DIAGRAM FOR PROJECT TRACKER

Invalid
user/Passw
d

Change
password

<<include>>
<<exclude>>
<<include>>

<<include>>

Tracker
Login

Track
Project

Track
Modules

<<include>>

Track Tasks
<<include>>

<<include>>
<<include>>

Logout
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6.2 DATABASE DIAGRAM
This is one, which transforms the information domain model created during analysis
into one, data structures that will implement the software. The primary activity during
this design is to select logical representations of data objects identified during the
requirement definition and specification phase. The main tables required for the
software are identified during the analysis phase. The tables are designed in such a
way so as to store information efficiently and avoid unnecessary redundancy, yet
making the retrieval of data easier. Above all, catering to the needs of the application,
the database is normalized.
The advantages of normalization are:
 To structure the data so that any pertinent relationships between the entities can
be represented.
 To permit retrieval of data in response to query and report requests.
 To simplify the maintenance of data through updations, insertions and
deletions.
 To reduce the need to restructure or recognize data when a new application
requirements arise.
The database is to be protected from accidental destruction. The organization of the
database should be such that it achieves data integrity and data independence

NORMALIZATION
Normalization provides for table optimization through the investigation of entity
relationships. Main purpose of normalization is to avoid Data redundancy and some
unforeseen scalability factors. Normalization is done to remove Insertion, Updating
and Modification anomalies and redundancy of data. A certain level of normalization
of tables in database gives a particular normal form based of particulars steps
followed. Database can be normalized up to any defined normal forms according as
the need of application and its effectiveness.
Database of this project is normalized up to Second Normal Form. Further
normalization of database was not considered taking into account the need of
application and ease of working with database.
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 The database is in First Normal Form as all the fields of all tables are atomic.
There is no multivalued field in any table.
 The database is in Second Normal Form as it satisfies the constraint of full
functional dependency. All the fields of all tables are fully functional dependent
on the primary key.

ADMIN

FIELD NAME

TYPE

NULL

KEY

ADMIN_ID

VARCHAR(30)

NO

PK*

PASSWORD

VARCHAR(30)

NO

CATEGORY

VARCHAR(15)

NO

FIELD NAME

TYPE

NULL

KEY

P_ID

VARCHAR(30)

NO

PK*

P_TYPE

VARCHAR(30)

NO

NAME

VARCHAR(20)

NO

FATHER

VARCHAR(30)

NO

SEX

VARCHAR(1)

NO

DOB

DATE

NO

ADDRESS

VARCHAR(50)

NO

PHONE

VARCHAR(25)

NO

EMAIL

VARCHAR(25)

NO

*Primary Key

PERSON

*Primary Key
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EMPLOYEE

FIELD NAME

TYPE

NULL

KEY

EMP_ID

VARCHAR(30)

NO

RK#

PASSWORD

VARCHAR(30)

NO

QUALIFICATION

VARCHAR(12)

NO

SUMMARY

VARCHAR(30)

NO

DESIGNATION

VARCHAR(25)

NO

SKILL

VARCHAR(25)

NO

EVISTAERIENCE

FLOAT

NO

STATUS

VARCHAR(20)

NO

DOJ

DATE

NO

*Primary Key, #Foreign Key

CLIENT

FIELD NAME

TYPE

NULL

KEY

CLIENT_ID

VARCHAR(30)

NO

RK#

PASSWORD

VARCHAR(30)

NO

FAX

VARCHAR(12)

NO

WEBSITE

VARCHAR(30)

NO

*Primary Key, #Foreign Key
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PROJECT

FIELD NAME

TYPE

NULL

KEY

PROJECT_ID

VARCHAR(30)

NO

RK#

PROJECT_NAME

VARCHAR(30)

NO

CATEGORY

VARCHAR(20)

NO

START

DATE

NO

DEADLINE

DATE

NO

CLIENT

VARCHAR(30)

NO

RK#

MANAGER

VARCHAR(20)

NO

RK#

PRIORITY

VARCHAR(25)

NO

TEAM SIZE

VARCHAR(25)

NO

DESCRIPTIONN

VARCHAR(6525)

NO

PHASE

VARCHAR(15)

NO

*Primary Key, #Foreign Key
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DOCUMENT

FIELD NAME

TYPE

NULL

KEY

DOC_ID

VARCHAR(30)

NO

PK*

PROJECT_ID

VARCHAR(30)

NO

RK#

TYPE

VARCHAR(12)

NO

SUMMARY

VARCHAR(30)

NO

DATE

DATE

NO

SUBMITTED_BY

VARCHAR(20)

NO

FIELD NAME

TYPE

NULL

KEY

FORUM_ID

VARCHAR(30)

NO

PK*

FORUM_NAME

VARCHAR(30)

NO

PROJECT_ID

VARCHAR(35)

NO

REMARKS

VARCHAR(30)

NO

SUBSCRIBERS

VARCHAR(25)

NO

DATE

DATE

NO

*Primary Key, #Foreign Key

FORUM

RK#

*Primary Key, #Foreign Key
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LMS

FIELD NAME

TYPE

NULL

KEY

EMP_ID

VARCHAR(30)

NO

RK#

CL

FLOAT(10)

NO

SL

FLOAT(10)

NO

EL

FLOAT(10)

NO

ML

FLOAT(10)

NO

LWP

FLOAT(10)

NO

LOP

VARCHAR(25)

NO

*Primary Key, #Foreign Key

MODULE

FIELD NAME

TYPE

NULL

KEY

M_ID

VARCHAR(30)

NO

PK*

M_NAME

VARCHAR(30)

NO

M_LEADER

VARCHAR(20)

NO

PROJECT_ID

VARCHAR(30)

NO

M_STATUS

VARCHAR(25)

NO

CONSTRAINT TYPE

VARCHAR(35)

NO

START

DATE

NO

FINISH

DATE

NO

DESCRIPTION

VARCHAR(6525)

NO

RK#

*Primary Key, #Foreign Key
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REPORT

FIELD NAME

TYPE

NULL

KEY

REPORT_ID

VARCHAR(30)

NO

PK*

PROJECT_ID

VARCHAR(30)

NO

RK#

TITTLE

VARCHAR(20)

NO

CREATED_ON

DATE

NO

CATEGORY

VARCHAR(30)

NO

SUBSCRIBER

VARCHAR(30)

NO

DETAILS

VARCHAR(35)

NO

*Primary Key, #Foreign Key

TASK

FIELD NAME

TYPE

NULL

KEY

TASK_ID

VARCHAR(30)

NO

PK*

TASK_NAME

VARCHAR(30)

NO

PROJECT_ID

VARCHAR(20)

NO

RK#

M_ID

VARCHAR(30)

NO

RK#

TASK TYPE

VARCHAR(30)

NO

STATUS

VARCHAR(30)

NO

CONSTRAINT TYPE

VARCHAR(4S5)

NO

START

DATE

NO

FINISH

DATE

NO

ASSIGN_TO

VARCHAR(65)

NO

DESCRIPTION

VARCHAR(6615)

NO

*Primary Key, #Foreign Key
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SYSTEM TESTING
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7. SYSTEM TESTING
Testing is the penultimate step of software development. An elaborate testing of
the data is prepared and the system is using the test data. While doing testing,
errors are noted and correction is made. The users are trained to operate the
developed system. Both hardware and software securities are made to run the
developed system successfully.

System testing is aimed at ensuring the system works accurately before the live
operation commences. Testing is vital to the system. System testing makes a
logical assumption that if all parts of the system are correct, the goal will be
successfully achieved. The Proposal Tracking system is subjected to a variety of
tests; unit testing, integration testing and system testing. A series of testing are
performed for the proposed system before the system is ready for user acceptance
testing. Nothing is complete without testing, as it is vital success of the system.
Normally, testing of any Large Systems will be in two parts. The functional
verification and validation against the Requirement Specification and Performance
evaluation against the indicated requirements. Testing activity is involved right from
the beginning of the project.
At the very first stage of testing, the goals and objective sare set. This simplifies the
limits or borders of testing process. Before testing, the tester should plan what kind of
data he is giving for test. Give data inputs as functional, boundary, stress,
performance, usability values etc.

Characteristics of a Good Test:
 Tests are likely to catch bugs
 No redundancy
 Not too simple or too complex
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Psychology of Testing
The aim of testing is often to demonstrate that a program works by showing that it has
no errors. The basic purpose of testing phase is to detect the errors that may be present
in the program. Testing is the process of executing a program with the intent of
finding errors.

TESTING OBJECTIVES
 The main objective of testing is to uncover a host of errors, systematically and
with minimum effort and time.
 Testing is a process of executing a program with the intent of finding an error.
 A successful test is one that uncovers an as yet undiscovered error.
 A good test case is one that has a high probability of finding error, if it exists.
 The tests are inadequate to detect possibly present errors.
 The software more or less confirms to the quality and reliable standards.

7.1 LEVELS OF TESTING

Testing is usually relying on to detect the faults on each phase, in addition to the faults
introduced during the coding phase itself. Due to this, different levels of testing are
used in the testing process, each level of testing aims to test different aspect of a
system.
In order to uncover the errors present in different phases we have the concept of levels
of testing. The basic levels of testing are

Client Needs

:

Acceptance Testing

Requirements

:

System Testing

Design

:

Integration Testing

Code

:

Unit Testing
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Client

Requirements

Design

Code

Acceptance

System Testing

Integration Testing

Unit Testing

7.1.1 WHITE BOX TESTING
This is a unit testing method where a unit will be taken at a time and tested thoroughly
at a statement level to find the maximum possible errors.
I tested step wise every piece of code, taking care that every statement in the code is
executed at least once. The white box testing is also called Glass Box Testing.
I have generated a list of test cases, sample data which is used to check all possible
combinations of execution paths through the code at every module level. In this
testing to test the code we use one method known as Black box testing.
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7.1.2 BLACK BOX TESTING
This testing method focuses on the functional requirements of the software. Here each
module will be treated as a black box that will take some input and generate output.
Output for a given set of input combinations are forwarded to other modules.
Black box testing attempts to find the following types of errors:






Incorrect or missing functions.
Interface errors.
Errors in data structures or external database access.
Performance errors
Initialization errors and termination errors.

All the forms have been executed and verified. Based on some sample input data, the
generated output is verified whether the system is providing better results or not.

STRATEGIC APPROACH TO SOFTWARE TESTING
The software engineering process can be viewed as a spiral. Initially, system
engineering defines the role of software and leads to software requirement analysis
where the information domain, functions, behavior, performance, constraints and
validation criteria for software are established. Moving inward along the spiral, we
come to design and finally to coding. To develop computer software we spiral in
along streamlines that decrease the level of abstraction on each turn.
A strategy for software testing may also be viewed in the context of the spiral. Unit
testing begins at the vertex of the spiral and concentrates on each unit of the software
as implemented in source code. Testing progresses by moving outward along the
spiral to integration testing, where the focus is on the design and the construction of
the software architecture. Taking another turn on outward on the spiral we encounter
validation testing where requirements established as part of software requirements
analysis are validated against the software that has been constructed. Finally we arrive
at system testing, where the software and other system elements are tested as a whole.
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Table given below outlines the tests that were performed on the system to ensure
correctness and unearth errors, which were subsequently debugged.

Table shows the Tests Conducted on the System

Testing Phase

Objectives
The various functions within each program and the

Unit Testing

program blocks are tested for proper working.
A module is composed of various programs related to

Module Testing

that module. Module testing is done to check the
module functionality and interaction between units
within a module.
Integration testing is done to test the functionality and

Integration Testing

interfacing between the modules.
Acceptance testing is done after implementation to

Acceptance Testing

check if the system runs successfully in the
environment/site.

7.1.3 UNIT TESTING

Unit Testing will be done to test field validations, navigation, functionality of the
programs and its block. These tests are applied on various functions within each
program and other critical program blocks. Table given below gives the outline of
three-sample test cases for Unit Testing performed on the system.
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Table Unit Testing – Test Case

Test Case Description
This test case deals with the entering of basic details related with the
logged in administrator. This process takes many inputs. The test case
should check for proper inputs and verify whether the function for
validating the inputs is called properly or not.

Inputs
Details Related with the logged in administrator in a Standard Format.

Expected Outputs


Alert window for erroneous inputs.



Confirmation of Successful Completion of basic details entry process.

Actual Test Results


An alert window was shown whenever the user gave some erroneous

data.


Confirmation of completion of basic details entry was displayed on

submission, implying that the functions were called properly.

7.1.4 MODULE TESTING
Module Testing will be done to test the interaction between the various programs
within one module. It checks the functionality of each program with relation to other
programs within the same module. It then tests the overall functionality of each
module.
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7.1.5 INTEGRATION TESTING
The major concerns of integration testing are developing an incremental strategy that
will limit the complexity of entire actions among components as they are added to the
system. Developing a component as they are added to the system, developing an
implementation and integration schedules that will make the modules available when
needed, and designing test cases that will demonstrate the viability of the evolving
system. Though each program works individually they should work after linking them
together. This is also referred to as interfacing. Data may be lost across interface and
one module can have adverse effect on another. Subroutines after linking may not do
the desired function expected by the main routine. Integration testing is a systematic
technique for constructing program structure while at the same time conducting tests
to uncover errors associated with the interface. In the testing, the programs are
constructed and tested in small segments.

7.1.6 VALIDATION TESTING
This provides the final assurance that the software meets all the functional, behavioral
and performance requirements. The software is completely assembled as a package.
Validation succeeds when the software functions in a manner in which user wishes.
Validation refers to the process of using software in live environment in order to find
errors. During the course of validation the system failure may occur and sometime the
coding has to be hanged according to the requirement. Thus the feedback from the
validation phase generally produces changes in the software.
Once the application was made of all logical and interface errors, inputting dummy
data ensure that the software developed satisfied all the requirements of the user. The
dummy data is known as test cases.

7.1.7 OUTPUT TESTING
After performing the validation testing, the next step is output testing of the proposed
system since no system could be useful if it does not produce the required output in
the specific format. Asking the users about the format of output they required, tests the
output generated in two ways. One is on screen and another is printed format.
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The output format on the screen found to be correct a s the format was designed in the
system design phase according to the user needs. For the hard copy also, the output
comes out as the specified requirement by the user. Hence output testing does not
result in any correction in the system.

7.1.8 ACCEPTANCE TESTING
Acceptance testing (also known as user acceptance testing)is a type of testing carried
out in order to verify if the product is developed as per the standards and specified
criteria and meets all the requirements specified by customer. This type of testing is
generally carried out by a user/customer where the product is developed externally By
anotherparty.
Acceptance testing falls under black box testing methodology where the user is not
very interested in internal working/coding of the system, but evaluates the overall
functioning of the system and compares it with the requirements specified by them.
User acceptance testing is considered to be one of the most important testing by user
before the system is finally delivered or handled over to the end user.
Acceptance testing is also known as validation testing, final testing, QA testing,
factory acceptance testing and application testing etc. And in software engineering,
acceptance testing may be carried out at two different levels; one at the system
provider level and another at the end user level (hence called user acceptance testing,
field acceptance testing or end-user testing).
Acceptance test refers to the acceptance of data into the system for processing. The
acceptance test contributes to the consistency and smooth working of the system. The
system under consideration is tested for users at a time for developing and making
changes whenever required. This is done with regard to the following points :
 Screen design
 Output screen design
 On-line message to guide the user
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7.1.9 SYSTEM TESTING
When a system is developed, it is hoped that it performs properly. In practice
however some errors always occur. The main purpose of testing and information
system is to find the errors and correct them. A successful test is one which finds an
error.
The main objectives of system testing are:






To ensure during operation the system will perform as per specifications.
To make sure that the system meets the requirements during operation.
To verify that the controls incorporated in the system function as intended.
To see that when correct inputs are fed to the system the outputs are correct.
To make sure that during operation incorrect input and output will be deleted.

The scope of a system test should include both manual operations and computerized.
Operation system testing is a comprehensive evaluation of the programs, manual
procedures, computer operations and controls. System testing is the process of
checking if the developed system is working according to the original objectives and
requirements. All testing needs to be conducted in accordance to the test conditions
specified earlier.

7.2 TEST CASES
A specific set of steps and data along with expected results for a particular test
objective. A test case should only test one limited subset of a feature or functionality.

Cash Book has used so many such test cases.

Test
case

Description

Expected Result
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HOME

1.

Click on
“Administrator ”

2.

Click on
“Senior Manager”

3.

Click on
“Project Manager”

4.

Click on
“Team Leader”

5.

Click on
“Software Engineer”

6.

Click on
“Clients”

7.

Click on
“LMS HR ”

8.

Click on
“LMS FOE”

9.

Click on
“Project Tracker”

10.

Click on
“About us ”

11.

Click on
“Contact us ”

Make sure
‗Administrator‘
Login Page should
appear
Make sure ‗Senior
Manager‘ Login
Page should appear
Make sure ‗Project
Manager‘ Login
Page should appear
Make sure ‗Team
Leader‘ Login Page
should appear
Make sure ‗Software
Engineer‘ Login
Page should appear
Make sure ‗Clients‘
Login Page should
appear
Make sure ‗LMS HR‘
Login Page should
appear
Make sure ‗LMS
FOE‘ Login Page
should appear
Make sure ‗Project
Tracker‘ Login Page
should appear
Make sure ‗About
us‘ Page should
appear
Make sure ‗Contact
us‘ Page should
appear
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Pass

‗Administrator‘ ‗Login Page
appears

Pass

‗Senior Manager‘ Login Page
appears

Pass

‗Project Manager‘ Login Page
appears

Pass

‗Team Leader‘ Login Page
appears

Pass

‗Software Engineer‘ Login
Page appears

Pass

‗Clients‘ Login Page appears

Pass

‗LMS HR‘ Login Page appears

Pass

‗LMS FOE‘ Login Page
appears

Pass

‗Project Tracker‘ Login Page
appears

Pass

‗About us‘ Page appears

Pass

‗Contact us‘ Page appears
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LOGIN

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Make sure ‗Home‘
Page should appear

Pass

‗Home‘ page appears

Make sure error
message should
display as ―Enter
User Name‖
Without providing
Make sure error
password, click on
message should
―Login‖
display as ―Enter
Password‖
Enter invalid User
Make sure error
Name in the User Name message should
field, and click on
display as ―Invalid
―Login‖
User Name‖
Enter wrong User
Make sure error
Name-Password
message should
combination, and click display as ―Invalid
on ―Login‖
user name or
password‖

Pass

Error Message is displayed

Pass

Error Message is displayed

Pass

Error Message is displayed

Pass

Error Message is displayed

Pass

‗Add Employee‘ Page appears

Pass

‗Update Employee‘ Page
appears

Pass

‗Enable/Disable Senior
Manager‘ Page appears

Pass

‗Add Client‘ Page appears

Pass

‗Update client‘ Page appears

Enter User Name and
Password
And click on ―Login‖
Without providing User
Name, click on ―Login‖

ADMIN

1.

Click on
“Add Employee”

2.

Click on
“Update Employee”

3.

Click on
“Enable/Disable
Senior Manager”

4.

Click on
“Add Client”

5.

Click on
“Update client”

Make sure ‗Add
Employee‘ Page
should appear
Make sure ‗Update
Employee‘ Page
should appear
Make sure
‗Enable/Disable
Senior Manager‘
Page should appear
Make sure ‗Add
Client‘ Page should
appear
Make sure ‗Update
client‘ Page should
appear
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6.

Click on
“View Reports”

7.

Click on
“Change Password”

8.

Click on
“Logout”

Make sure ‗Drop
Down List‘ should
appear
Make sure ‗Change
Password‘ Page
should appear
Make sure ‗Logout‘
The user

Pass

‗Drop Down List‘ appears

Pass

‗Change Password‘ appears

Pass

‗logout’ successfully

Make sure ‗Add
Project‘ Page should
appear
Make sure ‗Update
Project‘ Page should
appear
Make sure ‗Assign
Project‘ Page should
appear
Make sure ‗View
Projects‘ Page
should appear
Make sure ‗View
Reports ‘Page
should appear
Make sure ‗Reassign Project‘
should appear
Make sure
‗Enable/Disable
Project‘ should
appear
Make sure ‗Change
Password‘ Page
should appear
Make sure ‗Logout‘
The user

Pass

‗Add Project‘ Page appears

Pass

‗Update Project‘ Page appears

Pass

‗Assign Project Manager‘
Page appears

Pass

‗View Projects‘ Page appears

Pass

‗View Reports ‘Page appears

Pass

‗Re-assign Project‘ Page
appears

Pass

‗Enable/Disable‘ Page
appears

Pass

‗Change Password‘ Page
appears

Pass

‗logout’ successfully

SENIOR MANAGER

1.

Click on
“Add Project”

2.

Click on
“Update Project”

3.

Click on
“Assign Project”

4.

Click on
“View Projects”

5.

Click on
“View Reports”

6.

Click on
“Re-assign Project ”

7.

Click on
“Enable/Disable
Project ”

8.

Click on
“Change Password”

9.

Click on
“Logout”
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PROJECT MANAGER

1.

Click on
“View Project”

2.

Click on
“Update Project”

3.

Click on
“Add Document ”

4.

Click on
“View Document”

5.

Click on
“Add Modules”

6.

Click on
“View Modules ”

7.

Click on
“Add Report”

8.

Click on
“View Report”

9.

Click on
“Write Forum”

10

Click on
“Change Password”

11

Click on
“Logout”

Make sure ‗View
Project‘ Page should
appear
Make sure ‗Update
Project‘ Page should
appear
Make sure ‗Add
Document‘ Page
should appear
Make sure ‗View
Document‘ Page
should appear
Make sure ‗Add
Modules‘Page
should appear
Make sure ‗View
Modules‘ should
appear
Make sure ‗Add
Report‘ should
appear
Make sure ‗View
Report‘ Page should
appear
Make sure ‗Write
Forum‘
Page should appear
Make sure ‗Change
Password‘ Page
should appear
Make sure ‗Logout‘
The user
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Pass

‗View Project‘ Page appears

Pass

‗Update Project‘ Page appears

Pass

‗Add Document‘ Page appears

Pass

‗View Document‘ Page
appears

Pass

‗Add Modules‘ Page appears

Pass

‗View Modules‘ Page appears

Pass

‗Add Report‘ Page appears

Pass

‗View Report‘ Page appears

Pass

‗Write Forum’ Page appears

Pass

‗Change Password‘ Page
appears

Pass

‗logout’ successfully
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TEAM LEADER

1.

Click on
“Add Task”

2.

Click on
“Update Modules”

3.

Click on
“Write Forum”

4.

Click on
“Assign/Re-assign
task to SE”

5.

Click on
“Send Report To
Project Manager”

6.
7.

8.

Click on
“View Task”
Click on
“Change Password”
Click on
“Logout”

Make sure ‗Add
Task‘ Page should
appear
Make sure ‗Update
Modules‘ Page
should appear
Make sure ‗Write
Forum‘ Page should
appear
Make sure
‗Assign/Re-assign
task to SE‘ Page
should appear
Make sure ‗Send

Pass

‗Add Task‘ Page appears

Pass

‗Update Modules‘ Page
appears

Pass

‗Write Forum‘ Page appears

Pass

‗Assign/Re-assign task to SE‘
Page appears

Pass

‗Send Report To Project
Manager‘ Page appears

Pass

‗View Task‘ Page appears

Pass

‗Change Password‘ Page
appears

Pass

‗logout’ successfully

Pass

‗View Task‘ Page appears

Pass

‗Update Task‘ Page appears

Pass

‗Write Forum‘ Page appears

Pass

‗View Document‘ Page
appears

Report To Project
Manager‘ Page

should appear
Make sure ‗View
Task‘ should appear
Make sure ‗Change
Password‘ Page
should appear
Make sure ‗Logout‘
The user

SOFTWARE ENGINEER

1.

Click on
“View Task”

2.

Click on
“Update Task”

3.

Click on
“Write Forum”

4.

Click on
“View Document”

Make sure ‗View
Task‘ Page should
appear
Make sure ‗Update
Task‘ Page should
appear
Make sure ‗Write
Forum‘ Page should
appear
Make sure ‗View
Document‘ Page
should appear
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5.

Click on
“Send Report ”

6.

Click on
“Update Progress”

7.

Click on
“Change Password”

8.

Click on
“Logout”

Make sure ‗Send
Report ‘ Page should
appear
Make sure ‗Update
Progress‘ should
appear
Make sure ‗Change
Password‘ Page
should appear
Make sure ‗Logout‘
The user

Pass

‗Send Report ‘ Page appears

Pass

‗Update Progress‘ Page
appears

Pass

‗Change Password‘ Page
appears

Pass

‗logout’ successfully

Make sure ‗View
Projects‘ Page
should appear
Make sure ‗Write
Forum‘ Page should
appear
Make sure ‗Remark
Projects‘ Page
should appear
Make sure ‗Change
Password‘ Page
should appear
Make sure ‗Logout‘
The user

Pass

‗View Projects‘ Page appears

Pass

‗Write Forum‘ Page appears

Pass

‗Remark Projects‘ Page
appears

Pass

‗Change Password‘ Page
appears

Pass

‗logout’ successfully

Make sure ‗View
Leave Policy‘ Page
should appear
Make sure ‗Update
Leave Policy‘ Page
should appear
Make sure ‗Special
Holidays‘ Page
should appear

Pass

‗View Leave Policy‘ Page
appears

Pass

‗Update Leave Policy‘ Page
appears

Pass

‗Special Holidays‘ Page
appears

CLIENT

1.

Click on
“View projects”

3.

Click on
“Write Forum”

4.

Click on
“Remark Project”

7.

Click on
“Change Password”

8.

Click on
“Logout”

LMS HR

1.

Click on
“View Leave Policy”

2.

Click on
“Update Leave
Policy”
Click on
“Special Holidays”

3.
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4.

Click on
“View Report”

5.

Click on
“Search”
Click on
“Help”
Click on
“Change Password”

6.
7.

8.

Click on
“Logout”

Make sure ‗View
Report‘ Page should
appear
Make sure ‗Search‘
Page should appear
Make sure ‗Help‘
should appear
Make sure ‗Change
Password‘ Page
should appear
Make sure ‗Logout‘
The user

Pass

‗View Report‘ Page appears

Pass

‗Search‘ Page appears

Pass

‗Help‘ Page appears

Pass

‗Change Password‘ Page
appears

Pass

‗logout’ successfully

Make sure ‗Add

Pass

‗Add employee To LMS‘ Page
appears

Pass

‗Update Leaves‘ Page
appears

Pass

‗Leave Policies‘ Page appears

Pass

‗View Report‘ Page appears

Pass

‗Search‘ Page appears

Pass

‗Help‘ Page appears

Pass

‗Change Password‘ Page
appears

Pass

‗logout’ successfully

LMS FOE

1.

Click on
“Add employee To
LMS”

2.

Click on
“Update Leaves”

3.

Click on
“Leave Policies”

4.

Click on
“View Report”

5.

Click on
“Search”
Click on
“Help”
Click on
“Change Password”

6.
7.

8.

Click on
“Logout”

employee To LMS‘

Page should appear
Make sure ‗Update
Leaves‘ Page should
appear
Make sure ‗Leave
Policies‘ Page
should appear
Make sure ‗View
Report‘ Page should
appear
Make sure ‗Search‘
Page should appear
Make sure ‗Help‘
should appear
Make sure ‗Change
Password‘ Page
should appear
Make sure ‗Logout‘
The user
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PROJECT TRACKER

1.

Click on
“Track Project”

2.

Click on
“Track Modules”

3.

Click on
“Track Task”

4.

Click on
“Track work of
Employee”
Click on
“Read Reports”

5.

Make sure ‗Track
Project‘ Page should
appear
Make sure ‗Track
Modules‘ Page
should appear
Make sure ‗Track
Task‘ Page should
appear
Make sure ‗Track
work of Employee‘
Page should appear
Make sure ‗Read
Reports‘ Page
should appear
Make sure ‗Change
Password‘ Page
should appear
Make sure ‗Logout‘
The user

7.

Click on
“Change Password”

8.

Click on
“Logout”

7.3

VALIDATION CHECKS

Pass

‗Track Project‘ Page appears

Pass

‗Track Modules‘ Page appears

Pass

‗Track Task‘ Page appears

Pass

‗Track work of Employee‘
Page appears

Pass

‗Read Reports‘ Page appears

Pass

‗Change Password‘ Page
appears

Pass

‗logout’ successfully

I have use following type of checks/ data validations:
Data type
Length
Constraints
Blank field
Format
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Data type:
I have use Varchar type for character, int for numeric, Decimal for amount and Date
for date type. Character never inputted in numeric field as amount, no never accept
character if any person input wrongly.
Length:
When we define a max length, then it never accepts more data. For example, if I
define numeric length is 5, then it store either equal to length or less than length. If
user gives more character than required then it never accept.
Constraints:
In this I am defining range of data, if data is less than then display error with message.
For example, the field of date must be 8 characters.
Blank field:
Some fields need not to be blank. If the data needed field is blank then it display
message without halt.
Format:
The predefine format is used not change daily to daily. For example, format of date
DDMMYYYY is used in all date type field. If user inserts another format then it never
accepts.
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SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
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8. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
A crucial phase in system development is the successful implementation of the new
system design. Implementation includes all those activities that take place to convert
from the old system to the new system. The new system may be completely new
replacing an existing manual or automated system or it may be major modification to
an existing system.
In either case proper implementation becomes necessary so that a reliable system
based on the requirement of the organization can be provided. Successful
implementation may not guarantee improvement in the organization using the new
system, but improper installation will prevent this improvement.
It has been observed that even the best system cannot show good results if the analysts
managing the implementation do not attend every important detail. This is the area
where the system analysts need to work with utmost care.
There are three main aspects of implementation :
User training
User Manual
Conversion
8.1 User Training
Even well designed system can succeed or fail because of the way these are operated
and used. Therefore the quality of training received by the personal involved with the
system in various capacities helps or hinders and may even prevent with the system
development must know in detail what their roles will be, how they can make efficient
use of the system and what will not do for them.
An analysis of user training focuses on two factors :
 User capabilities
 Nature of the proposed system
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When a system is developed then only the developer of it knows its operation. But as
the project is being made for a client (organization) and it is to be used by the
employees of that firm, so there is need of user training. As the system is new for the
employees and staff of the cooperation so there is a necessity to train them because
they have to operate the system. For the live demonstration with the personal contact
are very effective. No training is complete without familiarizing users with simple
system.
8.2 User Manual
When a system is developed then only the developer of it knows its operation. But as
the project is being made for a client and it is to be used by the staffs of that firm, so
there is a need of user manual. It is documentation of project that describes how to
operate the system? What are the various modules for efficient use of the system?
How to start the system?
The user manual helps to find out the answers of the queries like:How to start the system?
How to make entry?
How to generate reports?
8.3 Conversion
Conversion is the process of the old system to the new one. It should be accomplished
in shortest possible time. Four methods are commonly used :
Parallel system
Direct conversion
Pilot system
Phase – in mind
The Project Modules Managemant is being developed with different phases being
taken into mind….the project is developed in different phases starting with the
analysis phase and ends with implementation phase. After implementation phase the
maintenance phase will begin which keeps on going….
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SYSTEM MAINTENANCE
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9. SYSTEM MAINTENANCE
System maintenance is the modification of a software product after delivery to correct
faults, to improve performance or other attributes, or to adapt the product to a
modified environment. Maintenance is thus a very broad activity often defined as
including all work made on a software system after it becomes operational.
Maintenance covers large number of activities like the correction of errors, the
enhancement, deletion and addition of capabilities, the adaptation to changes in data
requirements and operation environments, the improvement of performance, usability,
or any other quality attribute. Maintenance accounts for 50-80 percent of total system
development. To put maintenance in its proper perspective requires considerable skill
and experience and is an important and ongoing aspect of system development.
Maintenance demands more orientation and training than any other programming
activities. The environment must recognize the needs of the maintenance programmer
for tools, methods and training.
Maintenance is done after the successful implementation of the software and is
continued till the product is reengineered or deployed to another platform.
Maintenance is also done based on fixing the problems reported, changing the
interface with other software or hardware enhancing the software.
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CONCLUSION
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10. CONCLUSION

Some Processes of the construction of the proposed system ―Project modules
management ‖ has been completed. The entire process was not meant to be a simple
solution to the problem that was proposed. There is no doubt in one‘s mind that is
room for improvement. Many other reports and new variations can be drawn up.
Each and every phase in this project is developed keeping the goals in mind as per as
concerned. Every project has its own limitations. Similarly this project also has its
limitations, which can be upgraded. Data and processes are liable to some slight or
more modifications in future for the user‘s fulfillments.
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SCREEN SHOTS
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Home Page

Login Page
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Admin
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Add Employee

Update Employee
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Enable/Diable Senior Manager
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Add Client

Update Client
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View Employee Details

Senior Manager home page
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Add Project

Update Project
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Assign Project

View Projects
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Reassign Project

Enable/Disable Project
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Project Manager home Page
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View Projects

Update Projects
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Add Document

Add Module
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Add report

View Report
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Team Leader Home Page

Add Task
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Update module

Assign/Deassign Task to SE
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View Task

Software Engineer home Page
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View Task

Update Task
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Update Progress

Client Home Page
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Remark Project

LMS
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Project Tracker
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About Us & Contact Us
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